User-centric geospatial analytics and visualization of catastrophe risk portfolio using the example of the insurance industry
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As for an insurance company, its portfolio which consists of certain locations and multiple risk metrics has great affection on the dispersion and degree of potential risk.Case
from AGCS provides an example that processing and visualizing the large amount of
are different end-user groups, i.e. portfolio managers, underwriters, have the need on
understanding the trend and distribution of exposure and potential loss via CAT risk port-

-

to assist users in some working cases. Therefore, using AGCS as a study case by implementing the proposed visualization strategy to further optimize CATlas-portfolio explorer
has important implication for the whole research.

1.L ayo ut desig n
Visualization strategies should be able to
solve two main tasks:

2. Hexago n sys te m
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1) presenting the important information
with little distortion, 2) Assisting exploratory queries even for massive datasets[1].
To maximize the valuable information
can be conveyed to users, methods on
processing and visualizing not only need
to take characteristics of the dataset but
users’ requirements and background into
account. This induces the research needs
strategy for large point dataset which is
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Interface of the application

Neighbour hexagon layers’ relationship

Design of the application layout inherited the style
of default Jewelry Box Theme (one type of web app
theme which puts main widgets in the left of the
app) from ArcGIS web app builder.

The hexagon system supports an explorative procedure that users can identify interested searching
range based on lower resolution hexagon layer and
explore interested region on the higher resolution
hexagon layer by simply zooming
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3. Achieve d scenario

user requirements.

Geo-visualization, Data Aggregation,
Risk Managment

this research aims at proposing a visualtype considering users’ information appetites for exploring large point dataset.
Results from the research are expected to
provide theoretical and practical insights
visualizing the large spatial point dataset.

viewing risk accumulations on different levels
This scenario is regarded as the most basic but important one to support users on grasping the distribution of the portfolio (based on interested metrics), detecting high-valued locations and steering how value
changes with the time.

Met ho dology
The visualization strategy consists of
was proposed to be built for supporting multi-scale visualization of point location values.
An interactive geo-visualization platform
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ization of point location values.
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effectiveness for visualizing the large point
dataset in research’s study case. Combing
with dedicated functions designed according to different users’ requirements, it can
-

Development

The set-up of the research

the structure of visualization strategy

alization solution for complexed cases.
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